The conditions reviewed in this timely piece provide opportunities to review the interplay of biology and behavior during adolescence. Considering the cascade of events that occur both biologically and behaviorally when the brain provides the signal for activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-end organ system. After sexual maturation, adolescents are capable of being sexually active and reproducing. Neurocognitively, the limbic system (the accelerator) is activated before the prefrontal cortex (the brake) that controls judgment and impulses. Thus, adolescents, biologically capable of being sexually active in the presence of
adolescent sexual impulses and risk-taking behaviors may have untimely pregnancies and/or contract sexually transmitted illnesses. Often not prepared to think ahead, preventive measures are not used.

Another clinical example of the biological-behavioral interplay of disease during adolescence is that of the eating disorders, for which the incidence of onset is higher during adolescence than at other times of life.

One could ask why female adolescents are particularly at risk for this condition. Is there something unique to female adolescent biological and neurocognitive changes that render them susceptible? Adolescence demands a nearly relentless challenge to grow biologically, cognitively, and behaviorally. Some adolescents who have the genetic predisposition for an eating disorder may not respond well to these demands for change. They may experience a developmental arrest, often both biologically and behaviorally. The hypothalamic-pituitary-end organ axis underfunctions as a result of starvation, and thus the adolescent's behavioral development is also affected. To develop targeted therapies for this most difficult, chronic illness, we must know more about the underlying biologic and behavioral mechanisms and vulnerabilities of this disease.
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TICKETS AT THE DOOR: “How much would you pay for a Beyoncé ticket?” My daughter was on a cross-country road trip with friends and in Nashville when I got her text. I texted back whether she was asking me how much in theory I would pay or how much I was willing to pay at that instant. As it turned out, she was standing next to a scalper outside Ryman Auditorium trying to decide whether to pay his asking price for two tickets to see the show that was scheduled to begin in 30 minutes. Having just been skunked getting tickets to a show that my friends and I had been planning to see for more than six months, I recommended that she pay the man. She did and an hour later I received a text: “I AM SO EXCITED”. Still, it made me wonder how the average person gets tickets. Most of the big shows sell out almost instantly. According to The Fader (Music News: March 6, 2013), remarkably few tickets for big acts like Beyoncé are actually available to the general public. Hard numbers are difficult to learn as venues are not required to release any data. Based on a news investigation, however; at least for one very popular act, fewer than 10% of the announced seats were actually available to the public. It turns out that the majority of available tickets are allotted to presales for the artist's fan club, tour sponsors, ticket seller users, VIPs, and radio contests. The artist often reserves many of the prime seats to sell at high prices cutting out the ticket sellers. Getting on the presale list does not guarantee securing a ticket but does usually mean giving up information (such as an email address) or buying a product (such as a credit card). The organizers like presales because they learn more about who is interested. Whether such a system encourages scalping is subject to intense debate and depends on one’s perspective. Regardless of who is to blame, reselling tickets at more than face value seems to be a major part of the process these days. I am thrilled my daughter had a great time at the concert. I do wish, however, that the process for getting a ticket was a bit more fan-friendly and somewhat closer to the face value of the ticket.
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